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SUMMARY
IPv6 is realized as the next generation internet platform,
succeeding the current IPv4 internet environment. Linux, one of the major
operating systems, has supported IPv6 since 1996, however, the quality of
the protocol stack has not been good enough for professional operation. In
this paper, we show our IPv6 stack implementation design regarding the
neighbor management in Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP), the routing table management and the packet processing using XFRM architecture.
The implementation is designed based on the Serialized Data State Processing, which aims at simpler object management so as to achieve stable,
flexible and extensible IPv6 stack. According to the TAHI IPv6 Protocol
Conformance Test Suite, we can show our implementation achieves enough
implementation quality.
key words: IPv6, Linux, serialized data state processing

1.

Introduction

The Internet has run with the Internet Protocol Version 4,
so called as IPv4 [11], since the end of 1960s. At the end
of 1980s, the internet experts working at the IETF (Internet
Engineering Task Force) [18] has recognized that we need a
new version of Internet Protocol to come up with too rapid
growth of the Internet. In 1992, this new version of protocol
was named as IPng (IP next generation). The primary concerns since the middle of 1990s were the significant growth
of routing table entries maintained in the routers and the
throughput yielded by the routers. Furthermore, there was
some concerning on the shortage of IP (IPv4) addresses to
be allocated to.
The full-scale technical discussion on the IPng started
in 1992 at the IETF. IPng, i.e., Internet Protocol Version 6
(IPv6) [2], was designed to solve the various issues on the
traditional IPv4, such as performance of packet forwarding,
protocol extensibility, security and privacy. The basic specification of IPv6 was defined in 1994. After the experimenManuscript received June 25, 2003.
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tal implementation and network operation (e.g., 6bone [1]),
the IPv6 technology is now getting into the production and
professional phase. Commercial IPv6 services by Internet
Service Providers and the applications running with IPv6
has been already available around us. This means that, the
IPv6 stack implemented in any devices must be of production quality.
Linux system has also supported the IPv6 protocol as
well as other operating systems such as FreeBSD [17], Sun
Solaris [15] and Microsoft Windows XP [9]. Linux has included IPv6 stack since 1996 when early Linux 2.1.x version
released. After the integration of IPv6 stack into the mainline kernel, however, it has not been actively developed nor
maintained by the kernel maintainers.
Through the observation and analysis of the legacy
IPv6 stack implementation in Linux, we realized that the
implementation architecture and design of the legacy IPv6
stack were rather complex and were not well organized. In
this paper, we propose a new implementation design based
on the Serialized Data State Processing approach. The proposed design is simple and extendable, by means of the introduction of serialized object and state processing structure.
The implementation described in this paper has been integrated as the USAGI Project IPv6 stack [20].
We describe our IPv6 stack implementation design and
the conformance evaluation result in this paper. Section 2
discusses the background, related works and abstract of our
design principle. Section 3 describes the neighbor management architecture in NDP (Neighbor Discovery Protocol)
implementation, Sect. 4 describes the routing table management in router, and Sect. 5 describes IP packet processing
using XFRM concept. Finally, Sect. 6 gives a brief conclusion.
2.

Serialized Data State Processing

2.1 Background and Problem Description
It is well-known that the state management of large system
is not an easy task. In general, we usually divide the system
into several parts, so called “modules,” and prohibit the direct operations against values in the module from the other
modules. One of the methods to achieve the goal using distributed self-managed objects and message passing among
them is Object Oriented Programming (OOP). It is also important for eﬃcient multi-processing to divide system into
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Fig. 2

Fig. 1

Data object dependency graph.

multiple modules, which autonomously run from states of
other modules.
Linux system has obviously been applied the modularization, i.e., a kind of OOP. For example, the implementation of reference counting, which is defined to manage the
lifetime of each object, is based on the idea of OOP. However, the state dependency among the objects would not be
well organized. It is required to have complex mutual exclusion and rather exception handing due to the collision of
dependency and state transition. It is also diﬃcult to extend
features and functions. This is because the complex state
dependency among objects makes diﬃcult the correct state
management and implementation, against the introduction
of new object(s) or state(s) into the existing system.
In this paper, we reorganize the state transition of objects in the Linux IPv6 stack. In Linux IPv6 stack, there
are many state transition topologies, which has a loop in the
state transition, as shown in Fig. 1. When we do not have
any loop in the state transition topology, the state management and implementation becomes far easier than the case
where there is a loop in the state transition. We name this
design principle as “Serialized Data State Processing.” With
this approach, we can achieve stable, flexible and extensible
implementation.
2.2 Serialized Data State Processing
Large processing task is divided into multiple small processing tasks and objects. These tasks and objects are connected
as linear as possible, in order to avoid including a loop in
the state transition topology. The basic entity of the Serialized Data State Processing design is self-managed data
object and consists of the following elements:
Mutual Exclusion
The serialization of accesses to the object is implemented using lock or semaphore. In general, from
the view point of serialization of data access, the mutual exclusion is unnecessary inside the object if the
container has a mutual exclusion mechanism. However, we introduce it inside the object in order to make
objects as independent as possible each other. With
this implementation design, it is expected that we can
share each object between multiple containers, and that
we can improve the performance eﬃciency in multiprocessing environment.

Serialized data state.

Reference Counter
Reference counter manages the lifetime of the object
based on the number of object references. An object
can kill itself if its reference count becomes zero. However, with some complex state management, we need
an external garbage collection mechanism to remove
non-referenced objects in the container. When we separate the management of reference counter for each object and the management of objects in the corresponding container, we can manage the objects more easily
and surely than we can without this separation.
In addition to these elements, we need an object management timer, which is included inside the object if applicable.
Serialized Data State Processing is a kind of combination of self-managed data object described above where one
or more data objects are combined by directed links, and
then the set of objects work all together. When we define
the topology and object appropriately, we can eliminate the
unnecessary (external) referencing against the other object
while maintaining the object independency. In particular,
when we can define the linear topology (as shown in Fig. 2),
we can eliminate the conflicts of resource dependency which
frequently cause a deal lock.
3.

Neighbor Discovery

Neighbor Discovery (ND) is one of fundamental elements
of IPv6 protocol suite. ND has the following functions [10],
[19].
• Router and Prefix Discovery
• Address Resolution and Neighbor Unreachability Detection
• Redirect
Address Resolution and Neighbor Unreachability Detection maintain the status of neighbors and this is the core
functionality of ND, i.e. router selection should be executed
in conjunction with the status of neighbor nodes. The state
of each neighbor is maintained via the Neighbor Cache Entry (NCE). Therefore, in order to maintain the stable communication, it is required to have the accurate timer and state
management of NCE against the various events expected to
occur on the network.
In the legacy Linux implementation, NCE was managed by the global periodic polling timer (Global Timer) and
by the timer maintained inside the entry (Internal Timer), as
shown in Fig. 3.
Global Timer
Periodic timer (30 seconds) invokes the management
task, which checks reachability of every node and
cleans up entries in the table.
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Fig. 3

Fig. 5

Legacy Linux NDP table management.
Table 1
ratio).

Proposed NDP table with dynamic timers.

TAHI conformance test result of NCE management (PASS
Linux 2.4.18
39%

Fig. 4

KAME NDP table with periodic timer.

Internal Timer
Dynamic timer residenting in the entry invokes the
management task for itself in semi-reachable states.
The state of each NCE is referred both by the Global Timer
and by the Internal Timer. This means that status management operation is complex and conflicted. At the same time,
though the protocol requires the accuracy of few seconds for
all state management, the Global Timer can not provide sufficient time accuracy. This is because Global Timer runs
with a order of decades seconds (30 sec.) accuracy.
NDP table management in KAME uses the periodic
timers. One is for status management and the other is for
table management. The timers run management tasks in
every one second respectively (Fig. 4) so that the error of
timing accuracy becomes 1 second at worst. However, this
table management design in KAME stack would not be optimal implementation, especially for multi-processing environment. This is because it uses the “global” locking mechanism. It is worse when frequent timing refinement is required.
Based on the above observations, we redesigned the
NCE management implementation based on our proposed
design. We reorganized the management tasks including
timers and mutual exclusion (locks) for state management.
As shown in Fig. 5, we separate the NCE management,
that is invoked only by dynamic Internal Timer. Also, in the

USAGI 2.4
89%

KAME/FreeBSD 4
98%

NCE management, each Internal Timer residenting at each
entry is responsible only to an corresponding entry. This
means that the NCE management interacting with Internal
Timer is autonomous and self-managed operation at each
entry. The management task, that is the garbage collection,
invoked by the Global Timer, never directly refer any NCE
in the table.
In summary, with the proposed implementation design,
the resource management, including mutual exclusion, and
the control frequency of global clocks can be simplified.
Table 1 shows the conformance evaluation results via
the TAHI [16] IPv6 Conformance Test Suite. As shown, our
NDP implementation achieves higher conformance compared with the legacy Linux implementation.
4.

State Processing in Routing Table Management

Routing is the process of delivering IP packets to the destination node. Routing table maintains all the information
necessary to forward the received IP packet either to next
hop router or to the destination node.
Linux IPv6 routing table, known as “Forwarding Information Base,” is constructed by the Radix Tree [14], which
is composed by nodes and leaves.
Figure 6 shows the routing table and neighbor management in Linux implementation. Every node represents
a bit position to examine. Each node with the RTN RTINFO
flag has a linked list for the leaves, which represents the actual routing information, such as metric and next-hop. The
next-hop then actually refers to the corresponding NCE. Unlikely to the traditional BSD variants, Linux supports multiple paths for a single destination. Leaves are chained in
numerical order of metric.
In this section, we describe how the Serialized Data
State Processing approach is applied to the routing management in Linux system. The routing management includes
(1) default routers management and (2) router precedence
management. As for the list of default routers, we eliminate
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Fig. 8

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Linux routing table and neighbor table.

Linux IPv6 routing table structure.

the “Default Router List” by means of putting the information with regard to default routers as the routing information
for ::/0. As for the Default Router Selection and Load Sharing between Routers, we use the link topology to describe
the state for round-robin. By using this mechanism, we can
eliminate the link from external entity for maintaining priority information. In addition, we can achieve load sharing
between routers associated with generic routes.
4.1 Default Routers Management
ND introduces a new data structure named as “Default
Router List.” It contains the information of “default routers”
advertised via Router Advertisement messages generated by
neighbor routers.
KAME maintains the information of default routers in
separate “Default Router List.” On the other hand, with
legacy Linux implementation, the Default Router List is
held on the top-level root of the routing table tree as if it
is a kind of routes to ::/0 (“default route”). The first entry for ::/0 always points ipv6 null entry, which is never
used as normal routes, and the “default routers” follows it
(Fig. 7). They are exceptionally used on hosts because of
the special default router selection. When a default route
is to be added, however, the corresponding information is

USAGI IPv6 routing table structure.

Fig. 9

Default routers in Linux.

attached at the next of the rt6 info{} structure which contains ipv6 null entry. With this procedure, the appended
routes to ::/0 can not be referred to, because the special default router selection is not applied to normal routes to ::/0.
When we investigate the principle of routing table and
the concept of the “Default Router List,” we realize that we
should not treat ::/0 as a special case. In our proposed implementation, when we add a new routing entry on the top-level
root of the tree, we replace the ipv6 null entry with the
new entry as shown in Fig. 8. When the last route is being
deleted from the the top-level root of the tree, we re-insert
ipv6 null entry. It means that we actually treat the “default routes” which include the information regarding “Default Routers” as “normal” routes. As a result, we can naturally insert or remove the “default route” entries properly to
or from the routing table, in the same way as we do for other
normal routes.
4.2 Router Precedence Management
Picking up one router from the (next-hop) routers list, which
has the same destination, is called “Router Selection.” “Default Router Selection” can be considered as a special case
for default routes.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, the default
routers are stored on the top-level root node in the routing tree. In Default Router Selection, it applies a roundrobin policy to pick up the available default router, when
the currently selected default router becomes unreachable.
To achieve this procedure in legacy Linux system, the default router was pointed by rt6 dflt pointer, which is
guarded by the global lock named rt6 dflt lock, and updated when the current default router becomes unreachable
(Fig. 9).
In this implementation, there were several problems
described below.
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Fig. 10

New method for route round-robin.

Unfairness
rt6 dflt pointer is reset when routing is modified;
this happens very often and routers are not equally selected.
Lack of Generic Route Selection Mechanism
It is important to select appropriate route from multiple routes with some selection strategy and/or policy.
The mechanism in “Default Router Preferences, MoreSpecific Routes, and Load Sharing” [3] would be a
good candidate for it. Because rt6 dflt pointer is
static, single variable, it is only for the default routes
(::/0) and the logic can not be applied to the generic
route selections. We require a generic and appropriate
mechanism to achieve it.
Metrics
Legacy Linux treats metrics for default routes, in other
way than in normal routes. However, we rather propose
to treat the default routes as normal routes. It is better
to eliminate the special handling of metrics against the
default routes.
To achieve this design goal, we introduced a new
generic round-robin mechanism. We apply the round-robin
for routes with the same metric, when a route in that set is
used (Fig. 10). For the 2-bit “preference” of routes, which is
advertised by routers, by means of the “Router Selection”
proposal [3], we introduced new flags for the preference
rather than we take up its reside in the metric, so that we
can simplify other logic, e.g. routing table updating against
the reception of RA message.
The proposed mechanism is as follows: When a route
is looked up, we select the first entry with the highest preference in “probably reachable” state among the NCEs. Then,
we move the selected route to the tail of the set of routes
which are with the same metric as the selected one has.
Then, the selected route is returned to the calling process.
By this way, we can select the most appropriate route from
multiple routes.
5.

State Processing in IP Packet Transformer

The role of IP is to transfer datagrams from the source node
to the destination node. In a traditional manner, it is enough
to transfer the IP packets in an as-is way. However, in these
days, we have to “transform” the IP packets at the intermediate nodes, in order to execute wide variety of new functions. The security functions, such as authentication or encryption, are the typical examples. We need an implementation methodology, that is eﬀective, flexible and extendable

against such various “transformations.”
In this section, we describe how the Serialized Data
State Processing design applies to the generic IP Packet
transformations. In this case, the process of state transition
for each single transformation such as AH, ESP or IPComp
(IP Compression) [13] is serialized. For example, the processing of IPsec in Linux can be integrated into the framework of IP Packet Transformer (i.e., XFRM), which is one
of the instance or implementation methods of the Serialized Data State Processing design. We also show how we
can naturally apply this methodology to the other functions,
such as Mobile IP.
5.1 Stackable Destination and XFRM
New framework for IP packet processing has been introduced into Linux 2.5.x IPsec implementation, i.e., processing of Authentication Header [6] and/or Encapsulating Security Payload [7]. This methodology is called as “XFRM”
or “Stackable Destination.”
XFRM stands for transformer.
The fundamental data structures of XFRM are xfrm policy{} and
xfrm state{}. Each data structure represents the IPsec Policy (SP) and the Security Association (SA), respectively.
xfrm policy{} includes the Security Policy Database
(SPD), and xfrm state{} includes the Security Association Database (SAD). The xfrm state{} is associated with
xfrm policy{} via xfrm tmpl{}, that represents the template for packet transformation.
Stackable Destination (SD) is the infrastructure for
packet transformation in the output path. It looks like a
kind of linked list of dst{}. This list is created temporarily and cached according to the policy. dst{} has its own
output method, output, and it transforms the packet in conjunction with xfrm state{}, which represents the state of
transformer.
The netlink [12] infrastructure is used as a native user
interface to maintain SAD and SPD. In addition to this native interface, the standard PF KEY [8] interface for SAD,
and the PF KEY KAME [5] extension for SPD are supported.
5.2 Address Family Independent XFRM Infrastructure
Since core functionality of the XFRM engine is common
among address families (AF) (e.g. IPv6 and IPv4), AF independent XFRM infrastructure is introduced.
Instance of AF specific XFRM engine is instantiated by registering AF specific information tables, e.g.
xfrm policy afinfo{} or xfrm state afinfo{}, to the
core XFRM engine. Common variables are also passed via
the tables.
5.3 Packet Processing Details
In this subsection, we describe the details of packet processing.
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Fig. 12
Fig. 11

IPsec input process with XFRM.

IPsec output process with XFRM and SD.
Table 2

5.3.1 Output Path

Summary result of TAHI conformance test (Linux 2.5.58, %).
Test Series
ipsec
ipsec4
ipsec4-udp

Pass
95
98
96

Warn
2
2
4

Fail
3
0
0

The output process of IPsec fully uses this architecture
(Fig. 11). The following functions are sequentially called;
1. xfrm lookup(),
2. xfrm tmpl resolve(),
3. xfrm bundle create() and dst output().
First, xfrm lookup() looks up the xfrm policy{} in
SPD after the routing resolution. At this moment, the parameter dst{} in the stack points out the original dst{} structure. xfrm tmpl resolve() is called in xfrm lookup()
in order to resolve the xfrm tmpl{} in xfrm policy{}
which represents how the packet is processed and finds the
set of xfrm state{} for it. This process corresponds to the
looking up of IPsec SA (or IPsec SA bundle if multiple SA
are needed) matched with the IPsec policy.
Then, xfrm bundle create() creates the Stackable
Destination. This corresponds to creating of IPsec SA (or
SA bundle).
Finally, dst output() is called after the building up
of the packet. Each output routine specified by the function
pointer in the dst{} is called along with the chain of dst{}
by popping up the dst{}. This pointer points out, for example, esp6 output(). The output function is able to use the
xfrm state{} from the dst{} pointer in sk buff{}. As a
result, the original dst{}’s output function is called and the
packet is transmitted.

handlers are registered with inet6 protos[] during the
initialization phase, the processing routines for AH and ESP
are also registered to inet6 protos[] during the initiation
phase.
When a packet arrives at the input handler, the kernel
parses the received packet from the head so as to call the
appropriate handler based on the registration table information.
Each handler of IPsec protocol looks up xfrm
state{}. If the other function succeeds, the xfrm state{}
pointer is kept in sec path{}, which is in sk buff{}. Here,
sk buff{} contains the packet itself.
Finally, xfrm policy check() is called at the entrance of upper layer process. In xfrm policy check(),
the kernel compares xfrm tmpl{} in xfrm policy{} and
xfrm state{} in sec path{}, so as to determine if the received packet is allowed for delivery.
5.4 Conformance Test Results
On 24th April, 2003, Tom Lendacky reported test results of
Linux 2.5.x IPsec to netdev mailing list. The result is shown
in Table 2.
5.5 Application to Mobile IP

5.3.2 Input Path
The input process for IPsec is simpler than the output process (Fig. 12).
As all other extension header handlers and protocol

In the previous subsection, we showed that the XFRM infrastructure and the Stackable Destination are the promising implementation schemes for IPsec. In this subsection,
we describe the feasibility of this implementation scheme to
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functions for legacy Linux system. The Serialized Data
State Processing approach is a kind of combination among
the simple self-managed data object, where one or more data
objects are combined by directed links and the set of objects working all together. When we define the objects and
their topology appropriately, we can eliminate the unessential (external) referencing against the other objects, while
maintaining the object independency. In particular, when we
can define the linear topology, we can easily eliminate the
conflicts of resource dependency which frequently causes
the deal locks.
First, we described the management structure of Neighbor Cache Entry. Second, we described the management
structure of default router list, so that the processing of default router list is the same procedure for the normal routes.
Third, we described the XFRM based implementation for
IPsec and Mobile IP. Here, the XFRM is an instance of the
proposed Serialized Data State Processing design.
We can show that the proposed design is simple and
extendable. The implementation described in this paper has
been integrated into the globally available Linux distribution, as the USAGI Project IPv6 stack.
Fig. 13

Mobile IP using XFRM/Stackable destination scheme.

Mobile IPv6 [4], as well.
Figure 13 shows the operational diagram for Mobile IP
implementation using XFRM/Stackable Destination infrastructure.
In this implementation, we introduce another set of
policies for Mobile IP. These policies are controlled by the
mobility daemon in user space based on the Binding Update
information. The policy describes the type of transformation (e.g. appending Home Address Option in the destination options header) and the corresponding binding data (i.e.
Care-of Address and Home Address).
The xfrm bundle create() compiles multiple templates into the single Stackable Destination, taking into account the flow of the process. When we assume the case
where AH, ESP and Mobile IP co-exist in the header, the
Stackable Destination should be constructed as follows.
• Mobile-IP Dest1, which inserts Care-of Address into
the packet.
• Mobile-IP Rthdr, which inserts routing header (type 2)
into the packet.
• ESP, which encrypts the packet after the destination options header for Home-Address option.
• AH, which generates authentication data for the packet
and insert it after the destination options header.
• Mobile-IP Dest2, which swaps Care-of Address and
Home Address in the packet.
6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced the Serialized Data State
Processing design into the implementation of various IPv6
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